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We combine different techniques to extract information about the logarithmic contributions to
the two-body conservative dynamics within the post-Newtonian (PN) approximation of General
Relativity. The logarithms come from the conservative part of non linear gravitational-wave tails
and their iterations. Explicit, original expressions are found for conservative dynamics logarithmic
tail terms up to 6PN order by adopting both traditional PN calculations and effective field theory
(EFT) methods. We also determine all logarithmic terms at 7PN order, fixing a sub-leading log-
arithm from a tail-of-tail-of-tail process by comparison with self-force (SF) results. Moreover, we
use renormalization group techniques to obtain the leading logarithmic terms to generic power n,
appearing at (3n + 1)PN order, and we resum the infinite series in a closed form. Half-integer PN
orders enter the conservative dynamics starting at 5.5PN, but they do not generate logarithmic con-
tributions up to next-to-next-to-leading order included. We nevertheless present their contribution
at leading order in the small mass ratio limit.
I. MOTIVATIONS AND OVERVIEW
The post-Newtonian (PN) approximation to General Relativity (GR) has been a largely successful framework to
perturbatively solve Einstein’s equations, widely adopted and approached with a variety of methods, see Refs. [1–
5] for recent reviews. Among the most important methods we mention the ADM Hamiltonian approach [6–8], the
Multipolar-post-Minkowskian framework with PN matching (MPM-PN) [9, 10], the direct integration of the relaxed
field equations (DIRE) [11], the surface-integral approach [12] and the Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach pi-
oneered by Ref. [13]. In particular we want to highlight here the great synergies existing today between the EFT
approach and more traditional PN methods.
Within the two-body dynamics, we focus in the present work on tail processes, which arise from the back-scattering
of gravitational waves (GW) off the quasi-static curvature sourced by the total mass of the binary system. Tail effects
are known from a long time (see e.g. [14, 15]) but were first identified and investigated in the present context in [16–18].
They are present in both the conservative and dissipative sectors of the theory. The conservative tail effect at 4PN
order [19, 20] has been recently fully incorporated into the 4PN equations of motion using the ADM Hamiltonian
method [21–24], the Fokker Lagrangian in harmonic coordinates [25–28] and the EFT approach [29–32]. Moreover
the leading and next-to-leading logarithmic tail terms in the energy function of compact binaries on circular orbits
have been derived [33–36].
Tails present themselves with a characteristic logarithmic and hereditary nature, i.e., which depends of the entire
history of the source rather than its state at the retarded time, corresponding to wave propagation inside the retarded
light-cone. We focus our investigation in the present work to such tail logarithmic contributions to the conservative
dynamics. In particular we elaborate on a result presented in [36] and give a formal presentation of simple tail
contributions to the generic conservative dynamics, in the form of an action valid in principle at all PN orders.
As an application we recover the known logarithmic tail terms in the energy function of circular binaries at the
4PN and 5PN orders [33–36], and we obtain the new results for the logarithmic tail terms at the 6PN (beyond the
self-force (SF) approximation) and 7PN orders. However we know that in the latter 7PN case, which corresponds to
3PN beyond the leading 4PN logarithm, the iterated tail-of-tail-of-tail [37] process is also relevant, so the complete
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27PN result, derived from first principles, will have to wait an investigation of this process in the energy function.
Nevertheless, by resorting to a variety of methods (traditional PN computation, EFT renormalization group flow and
input from SF calculations), we manage to derive all of the logarithmic energy terms at this order. The latter result
has been extended by computing the contribution of the leading (log)n terms for all n, using renormalization group
techniques. Note that the tail-of-tail process does not induce logarithmic terms, and contributes only to half-integer
PN approximations [38, 39].
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we formally derive with EFT methods the tail contribution to the
conservative action to all PN order; in Sec. III we give a detailed derivation of the resulting (non-local) dynamics;
in Sec. IV we specialize to binaries on circular orbits and derive the energy function up to 7PN order; in Sec. V we
use renormalization group equations for mass and angular momentum to compute the contribution of the dominant
(log)n terms in the invariant energy of circular orbits; finally, we conclude in Sec. VI. In the Appendix A we give an
explicit alternative proof of the action we adopted in Sec. II with traditional PN methods restricted at the 1PN order;
and some details of lengthy computations are presented in the Appendix B.
II. COMPLETE ACTION FOR SIMPLE TAIL TERMS
A. Action in Fourier and time domains
Following Ref. [36] we explore in this paper the action for all the non-local simple tails, involving all multipolar
contributions ` > 2, which is part of the effective action of EFT or equivalently the Fokker action of traditional PN
methods. Overlooking purely local terms, this takes the following form
Snltail = −
+∞∑
`=2
2G2M
c2`+4
∫ +∞
−∞
dk0
2pi
log
( |k0|
µ
)
k2`+20
[
a` |I˜L(k0)|2 + b`
c2
|J˜L(k0)|2
]
, (2.1)
where M is the ADM mass, IL(t) and JL(t) denote the mass and current type source multipole moments (with
L = i1 · · · i` the usual collective notation for ` independent spatial indices) with Fourier integrals
I˜L(k0) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dt IL(t) e
ik0t and J˜L(k0) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dt JL(t) e
ik0t . (2.2)
In traditional PN methods the mass and current multipoles are defined in harmonic coordinates by the metric (A1)
below. In (2.1) µ is an arbitrary energy scale which in dimensional regularization relates the standard 3-dimensional
Newton constant G ≡ GN to the d-dimensional gravitational coupling through G(d) = µ3−dG. Finally the coefficients
in (2.1) are exactly those which appear in the multipole expansion of the gravitational wave energy flux [15], namely
a` =
(`+ 1)(`+ 2)
(`− 1)``!(2`+ 1)!! , b` =
4`(`+ 2)
(`− 1)(`+ 1)!(2`+ 1)!! . (2.3)
In our investigations below we consistently recover from the action the expression of the energy flux, see Eq. (3.5).
In the time domain, the non-local action (2.1) becomes
Snltail =
+∞∑
`=2
G2M
c2`+4
∫ +∞
−∞
dt
[
a` I
(`+1)
L (t) I(`+1)L (t) +
b`
c2
J
(`+1)
L (t)J (`+1)L (t)
]
, (2.4)
where the superscript (n) denotes time derivatives, and we have conveniently posed
IL(t) =
∫ +∞
0
dτ log
(
τ
τ0
)[
I
(1)
L (t− τ)− I(1)L (t+ τ)
]
, (2.5)
together with the same definition for the functional JL[JL]. Here the scale τ0 is related to µ by cτ0 ≡ µ−1 e−γE , with
γE being the Euler constant.
1 The expression (2.5) is equivalent to the following form, often used in the literature,
1 For a conservative dynamics, the source moments are time symmetric, IL(−t) = IL(t), and we can check that the definition (2.5) is also
time-symmetric, i.e. IL(−t) = IL(t).
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of the relation between the tail self-energy amplitude (which includes also a real finite,
local term understood here) and the purely imaginary self-energy diagram. The logarithmic term fully determines the non-
local tail action (2.1); the imaginary part relates to the tail contribution to the energy flux, which is proportional via a
factor of GMk0pi to the non-tail radiation flux; while the UV pole cancels the IR pole coming from near-zone conservative
contributions [21–25, 27, 28, 32, 40].
involving the so-called Hadamard finite part or partie finie (Pf) prescription in terms of the scale τ0,
IL(t) = Pf
τ0
∫ +∞
−∞
dt′
|t− t′| IL(t
′) , (2.6)
in terms of which the time-domain action (2.4) takes the elegant form
Snltail =
+∞∑
`=2
G2M
c2`+4
Pf
τ0
∫∫
dtdt′
|t− t′|
[
a` I
(`+1)
L (t)I
(`+1)
L (t
′) +
b`
c2
J
(`+1)
L (t)J
(`+1)
L (t
′)
]
. (2.7)
In the derivation of the 4PN equations of motion either by Hamiltonian [21–24], Lagrangian [25–28] or EFT [29–32]
methods, it was proved that (i) the unphysical scale µ (or equivalently cτ0 = µ
−1e−γE) originally present in the tail
action (2.1) finally disappears from the final total action; (ii) the role of the cut-off scale in the logarithmic term of the
tail part of the final action is played by the distance between the two bodies, r ≡ r12 = |y1 − y2|. Therefore we shall
from now fix the unphysical scale τ0 in Eq. (2.7) to be τ0 = r/c, where r is the distance in harmonic coordinates. For
a more detailed derivation of the substitution τ0 → r/c, due to the interplay between near and far zone logarithms,
we refer the interested reader to Sec. IV of [31].
B. Proof of the action by EFT methods
Following Ref. [36], we show a general proof of the action (2.1) based on EFT methods. Such result is a direct
consequence of the more general relation represented in the Figure 1, relating the singular, logarithmic and imaginary
part of the amplitude of the self-energy tail process Atail(k0) to k0Arad(k0), the imaginary part of the latter providing
the energy spectrum of the GW radiation emitted by the system. Indeed, a direct calculation of the latter shows that
for every multipole `,2
Arad(k0) = − 4piGN
c2`+2`!
∫
k
k(L−2)k(L′−2)
k2 − k20
[
Iij(L−2)(k0)Ikl(L′−2)(−k0)KijklI (k0,k) +
+
16
9c2
Jij(L−2)(k0)Jkl(L′−2)(−k0)KijklJ (k0,k)
]
, (2.8)
with KijklI ≡ −2k40δikδjl + 4k20δikkjkl − kikkkjkl and KijklJ = −k20k2δikδjl + δikkjkl
(
k20 + k
2
) − kikkkjkl +
k20ε
rikεwjlkrkw, where ε
ijk denotes the usual Levi-Civita symbol.
2 We use a mostly plus signature convention. To lighten the formulae we adopt the notation
∫
k ≡
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
and when propagators in
momentum space are involved, the −i0+ is always understood, i.e., k2 − k20 → k2 − k20 − i0+, according to the Feynman prescription
to contour the propagator pole.
4As to the tail part, all singular, logarithmic and imaginary terms are coming from the graviton propagator pole
k2 ' k20, and that around such momentum region
Atail(k0) ' −4piG
2
NM
c2`+4`!
(−k20)d/2−1
∫
k
k(L−2)k(L′−2)
k2 − k20
[
Iij(L−2)(k0)Ikl(L′−2)(−k0)KˆijklI (k0,k) +
+
16
9c2
Jij(L−2)(k0)Jkl(L′−2)(−k0)KˆijklJ (k0,k)
]
f
(
k2
k20
)
, (2.9)
with KˆijklI ≡ −2k40δikδjl + 4k2δikkjkl − kikkkjkl, KˆijklJ ≡ [−k40k2δikδjl + δikkjkl
(
k40 + k
4
) − kikkkjklk2 +
k40ε
rikεwjlkrkw]/k
2
0, so that Kˆ
ijkl
I,J = K
ijkl
I,J on the propagator pole.
The universal dimensionless function f
(
k2
k20
)
is given by
f
(
k2
k20
)
= 4pi(−k20 − i0+)2−d/2
∫
q
1
q2 [(k + q)2 − k20]
, (2.10)
and its direct evaluation in the limit k
2
k20
→ 1 gives the result reported in the Figure 1.
In the Appendix A we will provide an alternative proof of the log terms in the action (2.7) using traditional PN
methods, and valid, for every `, at next-to-leading 1PN order for mass multipoles and at leading order for current
ones, using the explicit expression of the mass multipole moments at the 1PN order. This confirms that the moments
IL and JL are indeed identical to the PN source multipole moments of traditional PN methods.
III. DERIVATION OF THE DYNAMICS FOR THE LOG-TAIL CONTRIBUTIONS
A. Equations of motion and conserved Noetherian energy
In the action (2.7) the multipole moments IL and JL (and also the mass M) are functionals of the particles’
positions, velocities, accelerations, etc. We know that the action can be order reduced by means of the equations
of motion, and that the variables can be expressed in the center of mass (CM) frame, so that the action (2.7) is an
ordinary action depending on the relative separation xi = yi1 − yi2 of the two particles, and their relative velocity
vi = dxi/dt. And, as we said, the tail term is obtained with τ0 = r/c where r = |x| is the separation between
particles. We denote by m = m1 +m2 the total mass and ν = m1m2/m
2 the symmetric mass ratio.
We vary the action (2.7) with respect to the particles’ relative variables, taking into account the non-local structure
of the action (see [25] for more details). Considering the multipole moments as functionals of the independent variables
xi and vi we get the direct contribution of tails in the equations of motion for the acceleration ai = dvi/dt as3
∆aitail =
1
mν
+∞∑
`=2
G2a`
c2`+4
{
∂M
∂xi
I
(`+1)
L I(`+1)L −
d
dt
(
∂M
∂vi
I
(`+1)
L I(`+1)L
)
− 2M(−)`
[
∂IL
∂xi
I(2`+2)L −
d
dt
(
∂IL
∂vi
I(2`+2)L
)]}
+ identical contribution for the current moments, i.e. with (IL, IL, a`) −→ (JL,JL, c−2b`) . (3.1)
Furthermore, at high PN order there will be also other tail contributions (not detailed here) coming from the re-
placements of accelerations in lower order terms of the final equations of motion, as well as coming later from the
reduction to quasi circular orbits. From the tail contribution (3.1) in the acceleration we obtain the corresponding
tail contribution in the conserved energy as (see [26] for details)
∆Etail =
+∞∑
`=2
G2a`
c2`+4
{
vi
∂M
∂vi
I
(`+1)
L I(`+1)L +M
[
2
∑`
p=1
(−)pI(`+1−p)L I(`+1+p)L + I(`+1)L I(`+1)L − 2(−)`vi
∂IL
∂vi
I(2`+2)L + δH`
]}
+ identical contribution for the current moments, i.e. with (IL, IL, a`) −→ (JL,JL, c−2b`) . (3.2)
The terms are easily derived, except the last one δH` which represents a non trivial correction to be added in the
case of the non-local dynamics, for which the Noetherian conserved energy E actually differs from the value of the
3 We ignore the variation of the scale τ0 = r/c since this gives an instantaneous (non-tail) term without logarithms.
5non-local Hamiltonian H computed on shell [26]. This term satisfies
dδH`
dt
= I
(`+1)
L I(`+2)L − I(`+2)L I(`+1)L , (3.3)
which is the generalisation of Eq. (3.8) of [26] in the case of generic multipole moments. Interestingly, in analogy to
similar relations discussed in Refs. [36, 41, 42], note that the time average over one period of this term is directly
related to the total GW energy flux,
〈δH〉 = −2GM
c3
FGW , (3.4)
where we have naturally denoted δH =
∑ G2Ma`
c2`+4
δH`+ identical contribution for the current moments, and where the
total (averaged) energy flux associated with the source moments IL and JL reads
FGW =
+∞∑
`=2
G
c2`+1
[
a` I
(`+1)
L I
(`+1)
L +
b`
c2
J
(`+1)
L J
(`+1)
L
]
. (3.5)
This result confirms the soundness of the general action (2.7) with the general coefficients (2.3). But contrary to the
other contributions in (3.2), the term δH` will not contribute to the logarithmic part of the conserved energy, when
dealing with quasi-circular orbits. Thus we present its computation, and justify the time averaged formula (3.4), in
the Appendix B.
B. Case of quasi-circular orbits
The previous investigation was based on the non-local action (2.7), but we now specialize it to quasi-circular orbits.
In the case of quasi circular orbits (in the adiabatic approximation) the formulas simplify drastically and in particular
the tail integrals (2.6) become local (see e.g. [25]):
IL = −2IL
[
log
(r ω
c
)
+ γE
]
, JL = −2JL
[
log
(r ω
c
)
+ γE
]
, (3.6)
where ω denotes the orbital frequency of the binary and γE denotes the Euler constant. For circular orbits we have
log( r ωc ) =
1
2 log γ plus some non-logarithmic contributions that we neglect, where γ = Gm/(rc
2) is the usual PN
parameter in harmonic coordinates, and we can ignore the Euler constant. Hence we obtain the purely logarithmic
contributions in the tail acceleration (3.1) for circular orbits as
∆aitail =−
2
mν
+∞∑
`=2
G2a`
c2`+4
[
∂M
∂xi
(
I
(`+1)
L
)2
− d
dt
(
∂M
∂vi
(
I
(`+1)
L
)2)]
log
(r ω
c
)
− 4
mν
+∞∑
`=2
G2Ma`(−)`+1
c2`+4
[
∂IL
∂xi
I
(2`+2)
L −
d
dt
(
∂IL
∂vi
I
(2`+2)
L
)]
log
(r ω
c
)
+ identical contribution for the current moments . (3.7)
As for the logarithmic contributions in the conserved energy (3.2) for circular orbits we find
∆Etail =− 2
+∞∑
`=2
G2a`
c2`+4
vi
∂M
∂vi
(
I
(`+1)
L
)2
log
(r ω
c
)
− 4
+∞∑
`=2
G2Ma`(−)`+1
c2`+4
[∑`
p=1
(−)pI(p)L I(2`+2−p)L −
(−)`
2
(
I
(`+1)
L
)2
+ vi
∂IL
∂vi
I
(2`+2)
L
]
log
(r ω
c
)
+ identical contribution for the current moments . (3.8)
Remind that the extra contribution found δH` in (3.2), is explicitly given in Eq. (B6) and does not contain logarithmic
terms for circular orbits.
6Equivalently, one could observe that the following local action (where v/c = γ1/2 for circular orbits)
Scirctail = −
+∞∑
`=2
2G2M
c2`+4
∫
dt log
(v
c
)[
a`
(
I
(`+1)
L (t)
)2
+
b`
c2
(
J
(`+1)
L (t)
)2]
, (3.9)
leads to the same logarithmic contributions for gauge invariant quantities as the non-local one, in the case of quasi-
circular motion (in the adiabatic approximation). This is so because on such particular solution of the equations of
motion, one has
ϕ`(τ) ≡ I(`+1)L (t)I(`+1)L (t+ τ) =
∑
`′6`+1
ϕ`′(0) cos (`
′ωτ) , (3.10)
where `′ has the same (opposite) parity than ` for mass (current) multipoles, and ϕ`′ is the part of ϕ` characterized
by the frequency `′ω. Plugging this relation into Eq. (2.7)4 and observing that
Pf
τ0
∫
dτ
|τ | cos(ωτ) = −2 log(ωτ0) + non-log terms , (3.11)
one obtains the result Eq. (3.9) after discarding terms involving `′ from the logarithmic part, as log(`′ωτ0) = log(ωτ0)+
log `′, and combining the remaining overall log(ωτ0) with the log( rcτ0 ) coming from the near zone contributions [32]
(which is mathematically equivalent to set τ0 =
r
c ). In summary, according to this simplified version of the argument
presented in [24], Eq. (3.9) is equivalent to the original non-local action, as long as it is employed only to derive gauge
invariant logarithmic contributions in the quasi-circular regime.
IV. LOGARITHMIC AND HALF-INTEGER CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE CIRCULAR ENERGY
A. Simple tail terms
As an application, we proceed to compute logarithmic contributions to the circular energy, as a function of the
orbital frequency, or of the equivalent dimensionless variable x ≡ (Gmω/c3)2/3. Up to now, such contributions have
been computed up to 5PN order [33–35], while at 6PN order only the leading term in the symmetric mass ratio
ν ≡ m1m2m2 is known [43]. The present work, in particular the material displayed in Sec. III, provides the ideal tool to
compute all the logarithmic terms coming from simple tails, the only limitation being the knowledge of the multipole
moments of the binary constituents, at the desired PN order. Given that the current knowledge is limited to 3PN for
the mass quadrupole moment [44–46], we are presently able to provide such terms up to 7PN order.
From the EFT side, logarithmic contributions to the energy are associated with UV divergent diagrams in the far
zone (or equivalently to IR divergences in the near zone), their divergence being compensated by an opposite IR
divergence from the near zone, the logarithmic terms from near and far zone combine to give a log(k0r) term [32].
Self-energy diagrams with bulk interactions producing tail terms give rise to divergent terms when integration over
past time extends to present time [i.e. t′ → t in Eq. (2.7)]. As explicitly shown in [36], this does not happen with
leading order memory diagrams, which give instantaneous contributions to the self energy and to “failed” tail diagrams
involving an angular momentum instead of the mass M at the insertion of the blue dashed line onto the source in Fig. 1.
However additional sub-leading logarithmic terms are expected from tail-of-tail and mixed tail-memory processes.
Similarly, in traditional PN methods, all the logarithms are generated by tails propagating in the far zone, as well
as iterated tails-of-tails and sub-leading tail-memory couplings. Notice that in intermediate steps of the calculation
there are other logarithms which appear, but these are pure gauge and cancel out in gauge invariant quantities. This
is the case of the logarithms at the 3PN order in the equations of motion in harmonic coordinates, which disappear
from the invariant circular energy and angular momentum [2]. In the present paper we assumed (rather than explicitly
checked) that these gauge logarithms properly cancel up to 7PN order.
We have done the computation of the 7PN simple tails, in which we have to order-reduce the derivatives of the
multipole moments by means of the equation of motion, using either the equations of motion obtained from the
non-local formulation, or the equivalent (valid for circular orbits only) local Lagrangian given by Eq. (3.9). Both
4 This is justified as the circular ansatz is a solution of the equations of motion, its replacement into the action is equivalent to a coordinate
shift, which does not change gauge invariants quantities.
7the variations of the detailed computation discussed above converge to the following simple-tail contributions to the
logarithmic part of E(x) up to 7PN order:5
Elogsimple-tail = −
mν2
2
x5 log x
[
448
15
+
(
−4988
35
− 656
5
ν
)
x+
(
−1967284
8505
+
914782
945
ν +
32384
135
ν2
)
x2
+
(
16785520373
2338875
− 1424384
1575
log
(
r
r0
)
+
(
2132
45
pi2 − 41161601
51030
)
ν
−13476541
5670
ν2 − 289666
1215
ν3
)
x3 +O (x4)] , (4.1)
where r0 is the UV regulator which appears in the expression of the 3PN mass quadrupole moment, see e.g. [2]. One
expects that in the EFT computation of the multipole moments (not yet available at the 3PN order needed here), the
constant r0 should be related to the dimensional regularization constant µ. Such constant should be cancelled by the
addition of tail-of-tail-of-tail contributions, see also subsection IV C below.
The 4PN and 5PN coefficients, as well as the leading order 6PN coefficient in the test mass limit ν → 0, confirm
previous findings in the literature [33–35, 43], while all the remaining ones are derived here for the first time.
B. Tail-of-tail terms
Besides the simple tail terms, iterated tails do also contribute. The simplest of them are the so-called tail-of-tails
[or (tail)2] which arise one and a half order (1.5PN) beyond the simple tails, which means 5.5PN in the conserved
energy corresponding to 3PN in the asymptotic waveform [42, 47]. Note that the tail-of-tails arise at half-integer PN
approximations in the conservative dynamics, which is possible because of the non-locality involved.6
The (tail)2 will not bring any logarithmic dependence in the conserved energy, at least up to 7.5PN order (see [38, 39]
for discussion), as they involve in the near-zone metric (say, the 00 component of the metric) an even number of time
derivatives of the quadrupole moment. In this case, using the contractions of the moment with the field point, it is
straightforward to see that the tail integral, when reduced to circular orbits, does not produce a logarithm but that
a factor pi is generated instead. By contrast the simple tails at the 4PN order and the tail-of-tail-of-tails at 7PN
order which will be discussed in Sec. IV C [and in fact, any iterated (tail)p with p = 2n − 1 odd, arising at order
(3n+ 1)PN, see Sec. V] involve an odd number of time derivatives of the quadrupole moment, and the tail integrals
produce logarithmic terms.
The (tail)2 have been computed using traditional PN methods at the leading order when ν → 0, i.e. in the
gravitational self-force (SF) limit, in the redshift variable [49]. Nevertheless, it is possible to deduce the (tail)2 in
the energy function from the corresponding result in the redshift variable thanks to the first law of binary point-like
particle mechanics. As far as we know, this has not been done yet, thus we present the derivation in the present
section.
In the non-spinning case, the first law of binary point-like particle mechanics [35, 50] relates the variation of the
total ADM mass M and the total angular momentum J to the variation of the individual masses m1 and m2 as
δM − ω δJ = z1 δm1 + z2 δm2 , (4.2)
where ω denotes the circular orbital frequency and z1 and z2 are the gravitational redshift variables. In the SF limit,
the expression for those variables is known analytically from usual PN methods using dimensional regularization up
to 3PN order [51] (the log coefficients at 4PN and 5PN being added in [33, 35]), from numerical SF methods up to
22PN [52], and from analytical ones up to 9.5PN [53]. It reads
z1 =
√
1− 3x+ ν zSF(x) +O(ν2) , (4.3)
where
√
1− 3x is the Schwarzschild redshift in the test-mass limit. The tail-of-tails in the SF part of the redshift
5 We set c = 1 in Secs. IV and V.
6 The fact that the conservative dynamics contains half-integer PN approximations starting from the 5.5PN order has been discovered in
high-precison numerical SF calculations [48].
8variable are known analytically up to the 2PN relative order, and read [38, 39]7
z
(tail)2
SF = pi x
13/2
[
13696
525
− 368693
3675
x− 361209292
3274425
x2 +O (x3)] . (4.4)
Note that these terms represent the full contributions in the redshift variable to these orders, and they are in agreement
with modern analytic SF computations of the redshift up to high PN order [52].
Integrating the first law (4.2), it is possible to express the conserved energy of the particle orbiting around a big
black hole in terms of the redshift variable of that particle as [54]
E
mν
=
1− 2x√
1− 3x − 1 + ν ESF(x) +O
(
ν2
)
, (4.5)
where the interesting contribution reads
ESF(x) = 1
2
zSF(x)− x
3
z′SF(x) +
√
1− 3x− 1 + x
6
7− 24x
(1− 3x)3/2 . (4.6)
Plugging the redshift (4.4) in this expression, the energy contribution of the tail-of-tails at leading order in ν reads
E(tail)2(x) = −
mν x
2
{
ν pi x11/2
[
27392
315
− 1474772
3675
x− 722418584
1403325
x2 +O (x3)]+O (ν2)} . (4.7)
From the 6.5PN order we also expect the coupling between the simple tail and the memory effect to contribute to the
conservative dynamics. However such “tail-of-memory” effect does not enter the formulas (4.4) and (4.7), as it only
affects terms of higher-order in ν.
C. 7PN logs and tail-of-tail-of-tail terms
The simple tail-logs contributions displayed in Eq. (4.1) are the only logarithmic terms contributing to the observable
E(x) up to 6PN order, while at 7PN one should account also for the leading order tail-of-tail-of-tail or (tail)3 terms,
which are expected to cancel out the residual UV regulator r0 from Eq. (4.1).
The leading order (tail)3 contribution to the energy, which contains both log and (log)2 terms, is purely quadratic
in the mass ratio ν (because the quadrupole is linear in ν at leading order). This means that while the ν-dependent
7PN terms in the square bracket of Eq. (4.1) account for the total logarithmic contributions, this is not true for
ν-independent ones, so that we can write
Elog7PN(x) = −
mν2
2
x8 log x
[
clog
2
7PN log x+ c
log
7PN +
(
2132
45
pi2 − 41161601
51030
)
ν − 13476541
5670
ν2 − 289666
1215
ν3
]
. (4.8)
The coefficient clog
2
7PN will be computed from first principles in the next section: for the moment we just notice that
both clog7PN and c
log2
7PN can be derived from the SF redshift results of [55]; proceeding along the same lines discussed
above we find
clog7PN =
85229654387
16372125
− 1424384
1575
(
γE + log 4
)
, clog
2
7PN = −
356096
1575
, (4.9)
and this allows us to predict the leading order (tail)3 contribution as the difference between Eq. (4.8) and the 7PN
part of Eq. (4.1), namely
Elog(tail)3(x) = −
mν2
2
x8 log x
{
−356096
1575
log x− 108649792
55125
+
1424384
1575
[
log
(
r
r0
)
− γE − log 4
]
+O (x)
}
. (4.10)
Note that the coefficient of γE in (4.8) is exactly matching the one of ln(r/r0) in Eq. (4.1), thus giving an indication
that the cancellation of the UV scale by the tail-of-tail-of-tails will be straightforward.
7 Note that the “redshift variable” used in those references is uT1 = 1/z1 and is expressed in terms of y = x(1 + m1/m2)
−2/3, thus the
different numerical coefficients; here m1  m2 is the smaller mass orbiting the larger one m2, say the black hole.
9V. LEADING LOGARITHMS FROM RENORMALIZATION GROUP THEORY
A. Renormalization Group equations
We are going to derive the (log)2 term in Eqs. (4.8)–(4.10) above, together with the leading (log)n terms for all n,
using the renormalization group (RG) equations. In general the (log)n terms appear at each (3n+ 1)PN order due to
multiple tail interactions with two powers of the (leading order) quadrupole moment.
We start from the RG equation (19) of Ref. [56] for the total mass-energy M , that we copy here:
d logM(µ)
d logµ
= −2G
2
5
[
2I
(1)
ij I
(5)
ij − 2I(2)ij I(4)ij + I(3)ij I(3)ij
]
, (5.1)
where µ is the renormalization scale, and both the (Bondi8) mass M and quadrupole moment Iij are defined at the
scale µ. This equation was originally derived from the tail correction to an external gravitational mode coupling to
a source endowed with a quadrupole moment and agrees with Eq. (4.6) of Ref. [57], with the obvious replacement
r12 → µ since we are only interested in the running with the scale µ. Furthermore we shall need the similar equation
for the angular momentum J i, which is the consequence of Eq. (4.15a) of [57] and reads
dJ i(µ)
d logµ
= −8G
2M
5
εijk
[
IjlI
(5)
kl − I(1)jl I(4)kl + I(2)jl I(3)kl
]
. (5.2)
Next, it is crucial to observe that the quadrupole moment itself undergoes a logarithmic renormalization under the RG
flow, which is computable from the singularities in the scattering of gravitational radiation off the static gravitational
potential at (GMω)2 order. The quadrupole moment Iij at the scale µ is related to the same quantity defined at the
scale µ0, and reads in the Fourier domain (with Ω the Fourier frequency), as reported by the equation (21) of Ref. [56]
which we repeat here:
I˜ij(Ω, µ) = µ¯
βI(GMΩ)
2
I˜ij(Ω, µ0) , (5.3)
where µ¯ ≡ µ/µ0 and βI = − 214105 is the coefficient associated with the logarithmic renormalization of the mass
quadrupole moment [42]. The latter relation can be written in the time domain as
Iij(t, µ) =
+∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(−βIG2M2 log µ¯)nI(2n)ij (t, µ0) . (5.4)
Short-circuiting Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4) one can derive the ADM mass renormalization group flow equation, which reads
d logM(µ)
d log µ¯
= −2G
2
5
∑
k,p>0
(−βIG2M2 log µ¯)k+p
k!p!
[
2I
(2k+1)
ij I
(2p+5)
ij − 2I(2k+2)ij I(2p+4)ij + I(2k+3)ij I(2p+3)ij
]
(t, µ0) , (5.5)
and by integrating we obtain the following solution:
log
M(µ)
M
= −2G
2
5
∑
k,p>0
(−βIG2M2)k+p(log µ¯)k+p+1
k!p!(k + p+ 1)
[
2I
(2k+1)
ij I
(2p+5)
ij − 2I(2k+2)ij I(2p+4)ij + I(2k+3)ij I(2p+3)ij
]
(5.6)
=
2
5βIM2
∑
n>0
(−βIG2M2 log µ¯)n
n!
n−1∑
p=0
(
n− 1
p
)[
2I
(2n−2p−1)
ij I
(2p+5)
ij − 2I(2n−2p)ij I(2p+4)ij + I(2n−2p+1)ij I(2p+3)ij
]
,
in which the quadrupole moment Iij in the right-hand side and M are defined at the scale µ0. Finally we can average
the previous result over an orbital period for general orbits, and we approximate log M(µ)M ' M(µ)M − 1 (i.e. discarding
all terms higher than quadratic in the quadrupole moment), to obtain [56]〈
M(µ)
M
〉
= 1−G2
+∞∑
n=1
(2 log µ¯)n
n!
(
βIG
2M2
)n−1〈I(n+2)ij I(n+2)ij 〉 , (5.7)
8 At the order we are working, and restricting to the conservative dynamics, the Bondi mass can however be traded for the ADM mass.
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where the brackets 〈〉 denote the time-average. Exactly the same procedure applied to the angular momentum, i.e.
starting from Eq. (5.2), gives similarly
〈J i(µ)〉 = 〈J i(µ0)〉 − 12G
2M
5
εijk
+∞∑
n=1
(2 log µ¯)n
n!
(
βIG
2M2
)n−1〈I(n+1)jl I(n+2)kl 〉 . (5.8)
B. Leading logn terms at any PN order for circular orbits
We shall now work out the consequences of the two results (5.7)–(5.8) for the case of circular orbits. In this case
there is no need of averaging and we no longer mention the time-average process 〈〉. To reduce the latter equations to
the case of circular orbits, we substitute the leading order contribution for the quadrupole moment of circular motion
as given by
I
(n+2)
ij I
(n+2)
ij = 2
2n+3m2ν2
(Gm)n+2
r3n+2
, εijkI
(n+1)
jl I
(n+2)
kl = 2
2n+2m2ν2
(Gm)n+1
r3n−1
ω Jˆ i , (5.9)
with Jˆ i denoting the constant unit normal to the orbital plane such that εijkxjvk = r2ω Jˆ i, where r is the separation
distance and ω the orbital frequency. Working out the relations (5.7)–(5.8) for the leading tail logarithms for circular
orbits, we can approximate M by m in sub-leading terms, and we add also the Newtonian result. We thus obtain for
E = M −m and the norm J (i.e. J i = J Jˆ i):
E =
1
2
mν r2ω2 − Gm
2ν
r
− 8mν2 γ
2
βI
+∞∑
n=1
1
n!
(
8βIγ
3 log v
)n
, (5.10a)
J = mν r2ω − 48
5
G2m3ν2
ω
βIγ
+∞∑
n=1
1
n!
(
8βIγ
3 log v
)n
, (5.10b)
where we have set for convenience γ = Gm/r. In (5.10) we have fixed the scale ratio µ¯ to be the relevant one for our
purpose, that is the ratio between the radiation zone scale µ ' λ−1GW, where the observer is located, and the orbital
scale µ0 ' r−1 at which the equations (5.9) hold. Hence we can take µ¯ ' rω = v, where v is the orbital velocity.9
Furthermore we also know that for circular orbits the two invariants E(ω) and J(ω) are not independent but are
linked by the “thermodynamic” relation
dE
dω
= ω
dJ
dω
, (5.11)
which is that aspect of the first law of binary black hole mechanics (4.2) for which the individual masses do not vary.
The three equations (5.10) and (5.11) then permit to determine the orbital separation r or equivalently γ, which is
defined here in harmonic coordinates, as a function of the orbital frequency:10
γ(x) = x
[
1 +
32ν
15
+∞∑
n=1
3n− 7
n!
(4βI)
n−1x3n+1(log x)n
]
, (5.12)
together with the two invariants E(x) and J(x), that are related to each other by Eq. (5.11):
E(x) = −mν x
2
[
1 +
64ν
15
+∞∑
n=1
6n+ 1
n!
(4βI)
n−1x3n+1(log x)n
]
, (5.13a)
9 In the Appendix A, we compute the conservative part of the metric at a generic distance |x| in the near zone, which contains logarithms
of the type log(|x|λ−1GW). When evaluated at the location of particles, the metric yields log-terms in the equations of motion and
conserved quantities equal to log(r/λGW) = log v + const, in agreement with the previous argument; see the discussion after (A5) in
the Appendix A.
10 The crucial relation between the separation and the orbital frequency for circular orbits, as well as the angular momentum RG equation,
is not discussed in Ref. [56]. We find that working simply with the RG equation (5.7) for the mass-energy does not allow to get the
correct result for the invariant circular energy E(x), Eq. (5.13a), for every n.
11
J(x) =
m2ν√
x
[
1− 64ν
15
+∞∑
n=1
3n+ 2
n!
(4βI)
n−1x3n+1(log x)n
]
. (5.13b)
Summarizing, we have obtained the leading powers of the logarithms (log)n in the invariant energy function for
circular orbits in the following form, which can quite remarkably be explicitly resummed (recall that βI = − 214105 ) as
Eleading-(log)n = −mν x
2
[
64ν
15
+∞∑
n=1
6n+ 1
n!
(4βI)
n−1x3n+1(log x)n
]
= −8mν
2x2
15βI
[(
1 + 24βIx
3 log x
)
x4βIx
3 − 1
]
, (5.14)
and similarly for the angular momentum,
Jleading-(log)n = −32m
2ν2
√
x
15βI
[(
1 + 6βIx
3 log x
)
x4βIx
3 − 1
]
. (5.15)
For the linear and quadratic log-terms (n = 1, 2) one recovers the coefficients clog4PN =
448
15 and c
log2
7PN = − 3560961575
displayed in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.9) of the previous section, while further comparison with Ref. [52] (see Appendix B
and the electronic archive Ref. [19] there) shows perfect match, via the first law of binary dynamics, between the first
terms of the infinite series (5.13a) and the high accurate self-force results, that is up to n 6 7. This shows the great
consistency between EFT methods which predict the RG equations (5.7)–(5.8) [42, 56], the traditional PN approach
which derived the first law of binary mechanics [35], and the state-of-the-art 22PN accurate SF calculations [52].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Combining EFT with traditional PN methods, this work investigated the logarithmic contributions to the two-body
conservative dynamics. On the one hand, starting from an effective action for the simple tails we were able to derive
the contribution of simple logarithms in the acceleration and conserved energy for general orbits up to 7PN order.
On the other hand, using the renormalization group equations for the mass and angular momentum, we computed
the dominant contribution to every powers of logarithms in the conserved energy. The only piece in E(x) at 7PN
which could not be fixed from first principles, is the coefficient linear in log x and quadratic in ν, denoted as clog7PN
in Sec. IV. We know that this coefficient receives contribution from the tail-of-tail-of-tails, whose direct computation
has been reserved for future work. However we have been able to determine it, therefore completing our derivation
up to 7PN order, by comparison with SF calculations. The overall result for E(x) can be written as
Elog = −mν
2
2
x5 log x
{
448
15
+
(
−4988
35
− 656
5
ν
)
x+
(
−1967284
8505
+
914782
945
ν +
32384
135
ν2
)
x2
+
[
85229654387
16372125
− 1424384
1575
(
γE + log 4
)
+
(
2132
45
pi2 − 41161601
51030
)
ν − 13476541
5670
ν2
−289666
1215
ν3 − 356096
1575
log x
]
x3 +
64
15
+∞∑
n=3
(6n+ 1) (4βI)
n−1
n!
x3(n−1)(log x)n−1 + · · ·
}
, (6.1)
where the ellipsis contains next-to-leading orders in logarithms at and above 8PN order, and where βI = −214/105,
while γE is the Euler constant. Although it does not contain logarithmic terms, we also have derived the contribution
of the tail-of-tails at leading order in the mass ratio, up to 7.5PN order, see Eq. (4.7).
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Appendix A: Explicit proof of the action at the 1PN order
The action (2.1) for the logarithms associated with (simple) tail terms has been proven by EFT methods in the
Fourier domain in Sec. II B. In this Appendix we present a proof by the traditional PN method in the time domain.
The advantage of the PN proof is that it requires the explicit expression of the multipole moments IL and JL at
a given PN order, which confirms that the multipole moments in (2.7) are indeed the source moments used by PN
theory, in the sense of Ref. [10]. The disadvantage is that we shall be restricted to the 1PN order for general mass
moments of order `, and Newtonian order for current moments of order `; furthermore we will neglect some higher
non-linear terms in G.
The source moments IL and JL are defined from the linearized multipolar solution h
µν
1 of the vacuum field equations
in harmonic coordinates [15]:11
h001 = −
4
c2
+∞∑
`=0
(−)`
`!
∂L
(
1
r
IL(u)
)
, (A1a)
h0i1 =
4
c3
+∞∑
`=1
(−)`
`!
{
∂L−1
(
1
r
I
(1)
iL−1(u)
)
+
`
`+ 1
εijk∂jL−1
(
1
r
JkL−1(u)
)}
, (A1b)
hij1 = −
4
c4
+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
{
∂L−2
(
1
r
I
(2)
ijL−2(u)
)
+
2`
`+ 1
∂kL−2
(
1
r
εkl(iJ
(1)
j)L−2(u)
)}
, (A1c)
with u = t−r/c. The logarithmic tail terms come from quadratic interactions between the ADM mass M (equal to the
monopole M ≡ I) and the moments IL and JL for ` > 2. They obey the wave equation hµν2 = r−2Qµν2 (n, u)+O(r−3)
and are generated only from the leading r−2 piece in the quadratic source, given by
Qµν2 =
4GM
c4
d2zµν1
dt2
+
kµkν
c2
σ . (A2)
The first term generates the tails properly speaking, while the second one is associated with the stress-energy tensor
of gravitational waves. Here kµ = (1,n) is the Minkowskian outgoing null vector, and
σ(n, u) =
1
2
dzµν1
dt
dz1µν
dt
− 1
4
dzµ1µ
dt
dzν1ν
dt
, (A3)
is proportional to the gravitational wave flux in the direction n and at retarded time u, as computed with the linearized
approximation (A1). Note that this term is also responsible for the memory effect [17]. In Eqs. (A2) and (A3) we
define the r−1 part of the (non-static) linearized metric (A1) to be
z001 = −4
+∞∑
`=2
nL
`!c`+2
I
(`)
L (u) , (A4a)
z0i1 = −4
+∞∑
`=2
nL−1
`!c`+2
I
(`)
iL−1(u) + 4
+∞∑
`=2
`
(`+ 1)!c`+3
εiab naL−1J
(`)
bL−1(u) , (A4b)
zij1 = −4
+∞∑
`=2
nL−2
`!c`+2
I
(`)
ijL−2(u) + 8
+∞∑
`=2
`
(`+ 1)!c`+3
naL−2 εab(iJ
(`)
j)bL−2(u) . (A4c)
To obtain the logarithms in the near zone (when r → 0) we follow the procedure detailed in Refs. [33, 35]. Namely we
integrate the wave equation at quadratic order using the symmetric propagator, and regularized by a “Finite Part”
(FP) procedure to deal with the multipole expansion which is singular at the origin r → 0:
hµν2 = FP
B=0
+∞∑
k=0
(
∂
c∂t
)2k
∆−k−1
[( r
λ
)B 1
r2
Qµν2 (n, u)
]
. (A5)
11 The ghotic perturbation metric hµν ≡ √−ggµν − ηµν satisfies the harmonic-coordinates condition ∂νhµν = 0, and is post-Minkowskian
expanded as hµν = Ghµν1 +G
2hµν2 +O(G3).
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The finite part depends on the typical radiation zone scale which is the gravitational wavelength λ ≡ λGW. This has
been justified in Ref. [33] in the restrictive case of exactly circular orbits with helical Killing symmetry, where the
length scale λ is introduced in the problem by the presence of the Killing vector Kµ∂µ = ∂t +ω ∂ϕ where ω = 2pic/λ.
In the general case, note that the scale λ in Eq. (A5) is cancelled by the purely hereditary part of the metric, i.e.
terms involving hereditary integrals of the type
∫∞
0
dτ log(cτ/λ)IL(t− τ).
We substitute the explicit expression (A4) into the source term (A2), expand the retardation u = t − r/c when
r → 0, and integrate term by term using the Eqs. (2.9)-(2.10) of [33]. Then we look for the poles ∝ 1/B and gets the
logarithms after applying the finite part when B → 0. As a result we find that the first term in (A2), associated with
tails, gives the following contribution to the near-zone logarithms:
h002
∣∣∣
tail
= 8Mc−5 log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
∂L
[
I
(1)
L (t− r/c)− I(1)L (t+ r/c)
r
]
, (A6a)
h0i2
∣∣∣
tail
= −8Mc−6 log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
∂L−1
[
I
(2)
iL−1(t− r/c)− I(2)iL−1(t+ r/c)
r
]
− 8Mc−6 log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
`
`+ 1
εiab∂aL−1
[
J
(1)
bL−1(t− r/c)− J (1)bL−1(t+ r/c)
r
]
, (A6b)
hij2
∣∣∣
tail
= 8Mc−7 log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
∂L−2
[
I
(3)
ijL−2(t− r/c)− I(3)ijL−2(t+ r/c)
r
]
+ 8Mc−7 log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
2`
`+ 1
∂aL−2
[
εab(i
J
(2)
j)bL−2(t− r/c)− J (2)j)bL−2(t+ r/c)
r
]
, (A6c)
while the second term in Eq. (A2), associated with the memory effect, reads
h002
∣∣∣
mem
= −1
2
log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=0
(−)`c`−1∂L
[
σˆ
(−`−1)
L (t− r/c)− σˆ(−`−1)L (t+ r/c)
r
]
, (A7a)
h0i2
∣∣∣
mem
=
1
2
log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=0
(−)`c`∂iL
[
σˆ
(−`−2)
L (t− r/c)− σˆ(−`−2)L (t+ r/c)
r
]
, (A7b)
hij2
∣∣∣
mem
= −1
2
log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=0
(−)`c`+1∂ijL
[
σˆ
(−`−3)
L (t− r/c)− σˆ(−`−3)L (t+ r/c)
r
]
. (A7c)
We have defined σˆL to be the symmetric-trace-free (STF) coefficients in the multipolar decomposition of σ defined by
σ(n, u) =
+∞∑
`=0
nL σˆL(u) . (A8)
Notice that the monopole term is given by the angular integral
σˆ(u) =
∫
dΩ
4pi
σ(n, u) =
4
c3G
FGW , (A9)
which agrees with the gravitational-wave energy flux (3.5).
At this stage it is convenient, following and extending Refs. [33, 35], to perform a gauge transformation in order
to facilitate the non-linear iteration of the metric and the derivation of the equations of motion and the action. Our
choice for the gauge vector is, for the tail part,
ξ02
∣∣∣
tail
= 4Mc−4 log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
2`+ 1
`(`− 1)∂L
[
IL(t− r/c)− IL(t+ r/c)
r
]
, (A10a)
ξi2
∣∣∣
tail
= 4Mc−5 log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
2`− 1
`− 1 ∂L−1
[
I
(1)
iL−1(t− r/c)− I(1)iL−1(t+ r/c)
r
]
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+ 4Mc−5 log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
`!
2`(2`+ 1)
(`+ 1)(`− 1)εiab∂aL−1
[
JbL−1(t− r/c)− JbL−1(t+ r/c)
r
]
. (A10b)
For the memory part, we must be careful to define the gauge transformation in such a way that it avoids time
anti-derivatives that are incompatible with the conservative dynamics [35]. Our choice is (with ∂ˆiL ≡ STF[∂iL])
ξ02
∣∣∣
mem
=
1
4
log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=1
(−)`c`∂L
[
σˆ
(−`−2)
L (t− r/c)− σˆ(−`−2)L (t+ r/c)
r
]
, (A11a)
ξi2
∣∣∣
mem
= −1
4
log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=0
(−)`c`+1∂ˆiL
[
σˆ
(−`−3)
L (t− r/c)− σˆ(−`−3)L (t+ r/c)
r
]
− 1
4
log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=1
(−)`c`−1 `
`+ 1
∂L−1
[
σˆ
(−`−1)
iL−1 (t− r/c)− σˆ(−`−1)iL−1 (t+ r/c)
r
]
. (A11b)
After performing this linear gauge transformation the new metric, say h′µν2 = h
µν
2 + ∂
µξν2 + ∂
νξµ2 − ηµν∂ρξρ2 , has
space components ij that represent a subdominant 0.5PN effect with respect to the components 0i, themselves 0.5PN
smaller than the 00 component. Finally we find that at the 1PN relative order for mass moments IL and Newtonian
order for current moments JL the tail part of the metric is(
h′002 + h
′ii
2
)∣∣∣
tail
= −16M log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`a`
c2`+6
[
xˆL I
(2`+2)
L +
r2xˆL
2c2(2`+ 3)
I
(2`+4)
L
]
, (A12a)
h′0i2
∣∣∣
tail
= 8M log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`
c2`+7
[
a`(2`+ 1)
(`+ 1)(`+ 2)(2`+ 3)
xˆiL I
(2`+3)
L −
b`
2
xˆaL−1εiab J
(2`+2)
bL−1
]
, (A12b)
h′ij2
∣∣∣
tail
= −8M log
( r
λ
)+∞∑
`=2
(−)`a`
c2`+6
[
2`2 + `+ 1
(`+ 1)(`+ 2)
δij xˆL I
(2`+2)
L −
2`(2`− 1)
(`+ 1)(`+ 2)
xˆL−1(i I
(2`+2)
j)L−1
]
, (A12c)
in which we have conveniently inserted the definitions of the coefficients a` and b` as given by Eq. (2.3). The memory
part of the metric is drastically simplified in the new gauge as(
h′002 + h
′ii
2
)∣∣∣
mem
=
1
c2
log
( r
λ
)[
2σˆ +
r2
3c2
σˆ(2)
]
, (A13a)
h′0i2
∣∣∣
mem
= − 1
6c3
log
( r
λ
) [
xiσˆ(1) − σˆi
]
, (A13b)
h′ij2
∣∣∣
mem
=
1
2c2
δij log
( r
λ
)
σˆ . (A13c)
With the results (A12)–(A13) the components of the ordinary covariant metric gµν = ηµν + `µν are readily computed
to quadratic order [we have `µν2 = −hµν2 + 12ηµνh2 and neglect cubic contributions], and once we have obtained the
metric at any point (x, t) in the near zone, we plug it into the equations of motion of the matter source. In the case
of point particles these are simply the geodesic equation which gives the ordinary acceleration ai1 = dv
i
1/dt of one of
the particle 1 as
ai1 =
c2
2
(
1 +
v21
2c2
)(
∂i`00
)
1
+ cvj1
(
∂i`0j
)
1
+
1
2
vj1v
k
1
(
∂i`jk
)
1
− d
dt
[
1
2
vi1
(
`00
)
1
+ c
(
`0i
)
1
+ vj1
(
`ij
)
1
]
. (A14)
We neglect higher terms in G such as the contribution of the Newtonian potential U1 =
Gm2
r12
. Similarly, with this
approximation the acceleration dependent terms in the right-hand side of (A14) will be neglected.
In Eq. (A14) the components of the metric and its gradient are evaluated at the location yi1 of the particle 1.
Thus the logarithms ln(r/λ) in the metric (A12)–(A13) become ln(|y1|/λ) in a general frame, i.e. just ln(r12/λ) for
binaries in the center-of-mass frame, where we neglect irrelevant constant contributions. Hence the relevant logarithm
is log( r12ωc ) where ω is the orbital period, or in other words log(v/c) =
1
2 log γ + non-log contributions.
To obtain the corresponding action we request that under an arbitrary infinitesimal variation δyi1 of the trajectory of
the particle 1 (with the requirement that δyi1 = 0 when t = ±∞), holding fixed the trajectories of the other particles,
the variation of the action should be
δS =
∫ +∞
−∞
dtm1a
i
1δy
i
1 . (A15)
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We insert the metric components (A12)–(A13) into (A14) and then (A15), and perform various manipulations and
removal of total time derivatives. In this calculation it is crucial to recognize the 1PN-accurate expression of the mass
multipole moments IL as well as the Newtonian current type ones JL, given by [58, 59]
IL = m1
[(
1 +
1
c2
[
3
2
v21 − U1
])
yˆL1 +
1
2c2(2`+ 3)
d2
dt2
(
y21 yˆ
L
1
)− 4(2`+ 1)
c2(`+ 1)(2`+ 3)
d
dt
(
vi1yˆ
iL
1
)]
+ 1↔ 2 , (A16a)
JL = m1εab〈i` yˆ
L−1〉a
1 v
b
1 + 1↔ 2 , (A16b)
where we can neglect here the term U1. Finally we obtain for the tail part of the metric, Eq. (A12), after a somewhat
involved calculation and still neglecting cubic-order terms ∝ G3,
δS
∣∣∣
tail
=
4G2M
c2`+4
(−)`
∫ +∞
−∞
dt log
(r12ω
c
)[
a` δIL I
(2`+2)
L +
b`
c2
δJL J
(2`+2)
L
]
= −2GM
c3
∫ +∞
−∞
dt log
(r12ω
c
)
δFGW . (A17)
Interestingly, at this stage the total mass M has not been varied yet. The missing piece, implying the variation of the
mass, is provided by the memory part of the metric, given by (A13). Indeed we find, using δM = m1v
i
1δv
i
1 + O(G)
appropriate to this order, together with the link (A9) between the angular average σˆ and the GW flux (the contribution
from σˆi being higher order), that
δS
∣∣∣
mem
= −2G
c3
∫ +∞
−∞
dt log
(r12ω
c
)
δM FGW , (A18)
so we are finally able to reconstitute the total action in the same form as that for the log-term contributions in
Eq. (2.7), see also Eq. (3.9), namely
S = −2GM
c3
∫ +∞
−∞
dt log
(r12ω
c
)
FGW . (A19)
Appendix B: Derivation of the extra contribution in the non-local energy
In this Appendix, we present the derivation of the non trivial correction to be added to the conserved energy, in the
case of a non-local dynamics. We then show that its time average is directly related to the total energy flux emitted
in GWs, as in (3.4). Let us recall that this term satisfies Eq. (3.3)
dδH`
dt
= I
(`+1)
L I(`+2)L − I(`+2)L I(`+1)L . (B1)
By writing the functional (2.6) as
IL(t) = Pf
τ0
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ
|τ | IL(t+ τ) , (B2)
one can perform a formal Taylor expansion of (B1) when τ → 0. As the kernel 1/|τ | is even, it only suffices to select
even powers of τ in the expansion. This procedure will naturally lead to divergent integrals (due to the behaviour at
τ → ±∞). To cure those divergences, let us modify the kernel by introducing a regulator e−|τ |, with an arbitrary
parameter  > 0, that will be put to 0 at the end of the computation. Thanks to this regulator, the Hadamard partie
finie is no longer needed (the integrals are now convergent at τ = 0). With this modified kernel, and after some
integrations by part, it comes as a generalization of Eq. (3.11) of [26]:
δH` =
+∞∑
n=1
[
I
(`+1)
L I
(`+2n+1)
L − 2
n−2∑
s=0
(−)sI(`+s+2)L I(`+2n−s)L + (−)n
(
I
(`+n+1)
L
)2]∫ +∞
−∞
dτ e−|τ |
|τ |
τ2n
(2n)!
. (B3)
To resum the Taylor series, we introduce the Fourier decomposition of the multipoles, following [60],
IL(t) =
+∞∑
p=−∞
+∑`
m=−`
I˜
(p,m)
L e
i (p+m k)M , with I˜
(p,m)
L =
∫ 2pi
0
dM
2pi
IL e
−i (p+m k)M , (B4)
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whereM = ω(t− t0) is the mean anomaly of the binary motion, with ω = 2pi/P being the orbital frequency (or mean
motion) corresponding to the orbital period P , and t0 an instant of reference. The index p corresponds to the usual
orbital motion, and the “magnetic-type” index m, to the relativistic precession (k being defined by the precession of
the periastron per period, ∆φ = 2pik). The discrete Fourier coefficients (p,m)I˜L naturally satisfy (−p,−m)I˜L = (p,m)I˜?L,
with the star denoting the complex conjugation. In the following, we will denote p˜ = p+m k and thus p˜I˜L = (p,m)I˜L.
Separating the constant (DC) part p˜ + q˜ = 0 from the oscillating (AC) one, and resumming with respect to n, the
equation (B3) reads
δH` =−
∑
p˜
(p˜ω)
2`+2 | I˜
p˜
L|2
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ e−|τ |
|τ | p˜ωτ sin (p˜ωτ)
− (−)
`
2
∑
p˜+q˜ 6=0
(
p˜q˜ω2
)`+1
I˜
p˜
L I˜
q˜
L
p˜− q˜
p˜+ q˜
ei(p˜+q˜)M
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ e−|τ |
|τ |
[
cos (p˜ωτ)− cos (q˜ωτ)] . (B5)
Integrating over τ and setting the regulator  to zero gives the final formula for this contribution, namely
δH` = −2ω2`+2
[∑
p˜
| I˜
p˜
L|2p˜2`+2 − (−)
`
2
∑
p˜+q˜ 6=0
I˜
p˜
L I˜
q˜
L
p˜`+1q˜`+1(p˜− q˜)
p˜+ q˜
ln
∣∣∣∣ p˜q˜
∣∣∣∣ ei(p˜+q˜)M] , (B6)
where we recall that p˜ = p+m k, with m ∈ [−`, `] and k is the relativistic precession.
Let us define the total contribution in the conserved energy that is due to those extra terms as
δH =
∞∑
`=2
G2M a`
c2`+4
δH` + (current moments contribution) . (B7)
Averaging over one period, only the first term in (B6) survives, and yields
〈δH〉 = −2GM
c3
+∞∑
`=2
G
c2`+1
[
a` I
(`+1)
L I
(`+1)
L +
b`
c2
J
(`+1)
L J
(`+1)
L
]
. (B8)
This confirms the previously stated relation (3.4).
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